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ABSTRACT
With recent experimental results at General Atomic
in fabrication of small, rugged thermoelectric (semiconductor) elements and their junction to lightweight
metallic sheets, it has been possible to explore the
potential of solar thermoelectric power systems from a
firm experimental basis.
The object of the work reported here was to study the
design and performance of solar power generators to
operate in the Venus-to-Mars radial range from the Sun.
The design and performance evaluations are based on
experimental performance of the thermoelectric elements
and their junctions to metallic sheets.
Results indicate that thermoeleetrie conversion of
solar energy may be accomplished for 70 lb/ekw by a single
generator operating in the Sun-centered radial range from
Mars to Venus, 30 lb/ekw in the Earth-to-Venus range and
20 lb/ekw in the Venus region. Means of obtaining electrical power for space vehicle needs are discussed.
Advantages over other means of obtaining electrical
power for space vehicle needs are described.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Earlier design and performance estimates have been made
in some detail for space power generators utilizing solar
energy by photocell, thermionic, and rotating machinery
conversion; the use of thermoelectric (semiconductor)
conversion, on the other hand, has been but lightly explored.
However, in early 1959 at General Atomic, M. B. St earns
conceived a thermoelectric generator utilizing very small
elements attached to thin sheets so as to achieve desirable
specific weight performance. With the recent experimental
results at General Atomic in the fabrication and attachment
of small, rugged semiconductor (thermoelectric) elements to
light-weight sheets, it is now possible to explore the
potential of solar-thermoelectric power systems from an
experimental basis.
It is the purpose of this paper to report a study of
such a space power system. The work was primarily
concerned with the design of a solar-thermoelectric
converter but estimates were made, for comparative
evaluation, of the support, deployment and electronic
equipment needed for operation of complete generators in
the Venus-to-Mars radial range from the Sun.
Comparison of the various energy conversion methods
on the basis of specific weight (lb/ekw), cost, and
reliability indicates that the thermoelectric converter is
superior over a wide range of power requirements extending
to approximately 100 ekw to the most nearly competitive
systems, photocells or reactor-turbogenerators.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

Recent experiments at General Atomic show that small,
rugged semiconductor elements can be fabricated and attached
to light-weight metallic sheets. Figure 1 is a photograph
of a FbTe thermoelectric element attached to a strip of
2-mil thick Al foil. The size of the element is 1 x 1 x
2.5 mm. Its minute size may be seen by comparing it to
the postage stamp in the background. Elements of this size
are made by cold pressing and sintering standard FbTe
as supplied commercially. The process produces a uniform,
crack-free material of small grain size and increased
strength. The quality of the elements is reproducible
and the thermoelectric properties are unaltered by the
processing.
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In Figure 2 an element is shovn attached to tvo strips
of foil and mounted in resistance-measuring apparatus.
The elements are soldered to the foil by techniques
developed at General Atomic. Resistance measurements of
such junctions have been made and a typical set of experimental
measurements is plotted in Figure 3. It is observed that
the resistance of the junctions are not discernible from
that of the basic, semiconductor material within the
accuracy.of measurement. These junctions have also been
subjected to thermal shock cycling from liquid nitrogen
temperature (-195.8°C) to 300°C within one second without
observable property or performance changes of any kind.
Qualitative tensile strength tests have shown the junctions
to be stronger than either the semiconductor or the foil
materials.
The thermoelement output computed from theoretical
efficiency curves was verified in test apparatus using
foil, junction and element assemblies. Such assemblies
tested continuously for over 90 days have yielded the
predicted performance at the temperature differences
maintained. No deterioration of performance over the test
period has been detected.
In addition to development of elements and junctions,
General Atomic has found an electrical insulator of a
ceramic type which may be used to join the foils of
adjacent thermoelectric cells mechanically. The strength
of these joints also has been compared by test to that of
2-mil Al foil and has been found to be superior to that of
the foil.
With this experimental information as a basis, it
has been possible to conceptually design solar thermoelectric
power systems, as revealed in the subsequent sections of
this paper.
III.

SOLAR ENERGY CONVERTER

The solar energy converter* conceived may be

A distinction is made in the report between the
solar converter and the solar generator: the converter is
the subsystem which absorbs solar radiation and produces
electrical energy, and the generator includes (in addition
to the converter) support and deployment structure and
electronic equipment.
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described as a thin.sandwich consisting of solar energy
collector and waste heat radiator sheets separated by 2.5
mm thermoelectric elements (Fig. k). The size of the
converter depends on the amount of electrical power required.
The collector absorbs the sun1s radiant energy and conducts
it to the thermoelectric elements, where some of it is
converted to electric energy. Upon passing through the
thermoelectric elements to the radiator sheet, the unusable
energy is distributed over the radiator and dissipated
into space. Both collector and radiator are divided by
electrical insulation into strips or sections so that
series-parallel connection may be chosen to attain desired
voltage and current; panels approximately a foot square
may be fabricated and then assembled according to the
dictates of the application. The panels may be folded as
shown for compact packaging and in space deployed into the
planar geometry.
Details of the converter are shown in Figure 5·
The materials and construction consist of cold-pressed and
sintered lead telluride thermoelectric elements (l x 1 x
2.5 mm) of both p and n type, fused to 2-mil-thick
aluminum collector and radiator foils. Foils of adjacent
units axe joined by ceramic cement and are coated with
materials of desired optical properties.
3.I

SOLAR ENERGY COLLECTOR

The task of the solar energy collector is to absorb
as efficiently as possible energy in the form of sunlight
and make it available as heat. The ability of a
collector to do this is determined by two fundamental
properties: one, low reflectivity to the solar spectrum,
and two, high reflectivity in the infrared spectral region.
Infrared emissivity of a collector will be lew
if the infrared reflectivity is high since, for radiation
of a limited wave length range, emissivity is equal to
absorptivity. Uneoated metals such as Cu, Al, Mo, Ta, and
Ni are not effective collector surfaces because of their
large total reflectivities. The experimental spectral
reflectivities of two "dark mirrors" (Refs. 1 and 2)
are shown in Figure 6. The two dark mirrors, labeled A and
B, are evaporated coatings of SiO and Al laid in multiple
layers so as to produce the reflectivities indicated.
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The total reflectivity for the solar spectrum is

i:

G= ~°

β(λ) g(\) άλ

Γ*β(λ) dX

Jo
where e(\) is the spectral solar radiation power density
(watts/cire-μ), g(X,) is spectral reflectivity ($), and λ is
the wave length (μ). Point-by-point products e{\) g(x)
were found as a function of λ and the above integrals
were evaluated graphically for several potential collector
materials. The solar spectrum employed was the blackbody equivalent spectrum, taken to be 6000°K. The results
are total reflectivities of 33.i/o and 12.0$ for dark
mirrors A and B, or absorptivities of 66.9$ and 88$,
respectively.
The unreflected energy is that absorbed. Once the
energy is absorbed by the collector and thermalized, the
collector will re-emit some of this energy with a thermal
spectrum peaked at wave lengths from five to fifteen
microns for the collector temperature range of interest.
Essentially all the energy loss by thermal radiation to
space may be considered to be from the mirror surface
only. The heat loss by re-radiation, assuming a 2π solid »
angle for sr>ace at a temperature of 4°K, will be qc =(jçc T ,
c
where 0- is
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.71 x
12
1CT watt/cm?-°K7-), Çç is total emissivity, and T c is
collector temperature (°K).
The spectral emissivity of the dark mirrors has been
measured to be O.OV3 from 300°K to taD°K. A conservative
value of 0.05 was used in this study. It should be noted
that the dark mirrors are currently production items,
commercially available.
In addition to re-radiant heat loss from the collector
into space, there will be radiant heat loss from the collector
to the radiator which by-passes the thermoelectric elements
and therefore is unavilable to produce electricity.
Quantitatively, this loss is

%x=

ye

C

cr

V

+ 1/Γ
/w
+
i/e
rc

where q^v is the heat loss from collector to radiator
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(watt/cm ), ec r is the total emissivity of collector toward
radiator a n d € r c is the total emissivity of radiator toward
collector. The emissivities, although functions of the
temperature, may be taken to be equal in this case, since
both surfaces are uncoated Al foil and their temperature
difference is not very great. A conservative value of 0.04
was taken for this number from Ref. 3·
It Xs now possible to combine the above information
into a collector "figure of merit" which may be termed
collector efficiency, η :

l c = (f"V

V^
p

where φ is the incident solar constant (watt/cm ) and A
is the absorptance of the collector (l - G ) .
Collector temperatures of 625, 575, 525, and ^75°Κ
and radiator temperatures of 250, 325, *K35, and 530°K
were assumed at Venus and Earth radii; and collector
temperatures of 525, ^-75, and ^250K and radiator
temperatures of 200, 250, 325, and V35°K were assumed at
the Mars radius. With these parameters, computations of
τ^ were made and the curves in Figure 7 plotted.
The weight of the collector required for a given
application is one of the mostjmportant measures of
performance. This weight may be written

where w c is the weight per unit area (gm/cnr) and S Q
represents the area of the collector (crn.2).
In turn, the area of the collector is

where P is the electric power output of the converter and
η θ is the thermoelectric efficiency. Computation of
collector weights must therefore be deferred until η θ
has been computed.
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3.2

THERMOELECTRIC ELEMENTS

Lead telluride is used as the semiconductor material
because the converter design was to be based on experimentally
proven materials and fabrication techniques. Also
computations show PbTe to possess desirable thermoelectric
properties and temperature range. Other materials expected
to have higher efficiencies over the temperature range of
interest are under investigation at General Atomic at
present; when experimental data justifies their use, they
can be employed to attain improved converters.
Thermoelectric efficiencies were computed according
to the average parameter method given in Ref. k. The
same collector (hot junction) and radiator (cold junction)
temperatures were assumed as were used to determine the
collector efficiency (i.e., T c = 625, 575, 525, ^T5°K and
Tr= 25Ο, 325, 435, 530°K at Venus and Earth radii; T c =
525, ^75, te5°K and T r = 200, 250, 325, ^35°K at the Mars
radius). The resulting curves are shown in Figure 8.
The weight of the thermoelectric elements is
W t = v t N (gm)
where w. is the weight per thermocouple (gm) and N is the
number of thermocouples. The number of thermocouples is
found to be
_ P _ P (1 + X ) 2 R
p

CX 2 (At) 2

where P is the total output power of the converter (watts),
p is the power output per thermocouple (watts), R is the
electrical load resistance per thermocouple (Π), a is the
Seebeck coefficient per thermocouple (volt/ K), £ t is the
temperature difference across elements (°K), and X is the
ratio of resistance of an external load matched for maximum
efficiency to the internal resistance of the thermocouples.
3.3

WASTE HEAT RADIATOR

The radiator must dispose of the unused heat. For 2rt
geometry viewing space (at k°K), the disposal heat rate i s
h
2

%

=

CfCrTr ( watt /cm ).

Radiator material requirements other than high emissivity
and low vapor pressure do not seem to be critical at 325°K
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(52 C). Glass (S1O2) vas somewhat arbitrarily chosen for
this preliminary analysis; with a conservative emissivity
of Ο.93 assigned.
3Λ

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Procedure
There are at least two modes of operation for which
the performance of the generators may be evaluated.
These are:
1.

To allow the collector and radiator surface
areas to vary independently of each other,
while their temperatures are fixed, in order
to achieve minimum area and weight.

2.

To maintain equal collector and radiator
surface areas while permitting them to grow or
shrink in order to adjust their temperatures
for minimum area and weight.

When radiant loss into space from the inside surfaces of
the collector and radiator are taken into account, the
first mode results in poorer performance as well as more
difficult fabrication and operational problems than the
second; thus, only the second mode of operation is
evaluated in this section.
When equal collector and radiator areas are imposed on
the design, the temperatures of the collector and radiator
must be permitted to vary with radial distance from the
Sun if thermal equilibrium is to prevail. Thus, as the
converter approaches the Sun from the Earth's radius,
the collector area may be reduced; if the radiator area
is likewise decreased, then higher radiator temperatures
are required in order to dissipate the same amount of
heat. Obviously, the converse sequence of adjμstments
follows as the converter recedes from the Sun. As shown
in Figures 7 and 8, the collector efficiency decreases
with rising collector temperatures while the thermoelectric
efficiency increases. Since the converter efficiency is
the product of these two efficiencies, it is clear that,
for each radiator temperature assumed, there exists a
maximum efficiency point. The problem is to find a
compatible set of T c , T r , 7JC and T[e that make 7} ^ g
maximum in order to minimize the generator weight and
maximize generator performance at distances from the Sun
between those of Venus and Mars.
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To find the thermal equilibrium conditions at Venus,
Earth, and Mars distances from the Sun, one starts with
heat balance equations at the radiator. These are:

im-n(i-7? e )+(^ r (Tj-Tj)
*rad=

^Λ-

where the first term on the right side of the equation is
the heat passing through the thermoelectric elements and the
second is the radiant heat transfer from collector to
radiator. The solution is a graphic one because of the nonlinear variation of the thermoelectric parameters with temperature and the tedious iteration otherwise involved. The
solution proceeds as follows:
In Figure 9 the radiator heat balance equations are
plotted to find compatible temperature conditions for the
temperatures and emissivities assumed. Values assumed
were those previously used in the 7)c and Tje computations.
For each collector temperature assumed, the curve intersection points determine the radiator temperature
corresponding to thermal equilibrium. These radiator
temperatures may now be used to find the corresponding
converter efficiency from Figure 10, a plot of converter
efficiency as a function of radiator temperature, with
curves of constant collector temperature. The converter
efficiencies are then plotted against radiator temperature
as in Figure 11 to find the maximum efficiency attainable
and the radiator temperature at which it occurs. Returning
to the curve intersection data obtained from Figure 9 -that is, compatible collector and radiator temperatures -the collector temperature corresponding to the maximum
converter efficiency may be found. The collector and
thermoelectric efficiencies are then finally computed.
Solutions found for two collector absorptivity values
corresponding to the dark mirrors A (67$) and B (88$)
are listed in Table I. Typical partition of the solar
energy by the converter is shown in Figure 12.
Weight and Performance
Generator performance was estimated on the basis of
l) collector incorporating dark mirror A (structure weight=
137$ of converter weight); 2) improved collector (dark
mirror B ) ; 3) improved collector and structural support
(90$ of converter weight); and k) improved collector,
structural support, and thermoelectric material.
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The weight of the solar converter is:
W = W

c

+ W

r

+ Wx .
t

Since the collector area S c and the radiator area S r are
always equal, the weight per unit collector and radiator
areas may be combined into a weight per unit converter
area, S, which is 2.98 x 10"^ g/cm . The weight of the
thermoelectric material was found to be only a few percent
of the total weight and therefore was estimated on this
basis.
As an example of generator performance, a threekilowatt generator was evaluated. The weight of the
structural support and deployment mechanism was estimated
at 137$ of the converter weight for immediate designs and
90$ for improved designs. Electronic equipment for production
and regulation of ac electrical output was assumed to
weigh 10 lb and to be constant at all radii. The converter
areas and weights found are listed in Table II, and
additional data on performance at Earth's distance from
the Sun is given in Table III.
Improved performance resulting from better thermoelectric materials was also estimated. PbTe might be
replaced by Bi2Teo or by a combination of materials and
dopings. For example, one possibility consists of using
a series of discs of thermoelectric material, each disc
doped for optimum performance at the temperature to which
it will be subjected in the converter. Efficiencies of &jo
to 7$ inay be attained, where kfo now results using PbTe.
An incremental improvement in 'je was estimated to be
£tf)= 0.02 or greater for the collector and radiator
temperatures of interest: thus, this value was added to
the thermoelectric efficiencies at every point and the same
procedure was followed as above. V/hen a change i n ^ e
is applied, the collector and radiator temperature must
also be changed to establish a new thermal balance
condition. In general, the radiator temperatures increase
to accommodate the smaller converter sizes while the
collector temperatures decrease to a new compromise
point with thermoelectric efficiency. Lower converter
weights and better generator performance result as expected.
These results are shown in Table IV.
Generator performances in the Mars-to-Venus space
region for four possible design variations are shown in
Figure 13. Performance is quite sensitive to the distance
from the Sun. Beyond Mars, performance degenerates so
I96
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rapidly that Jupiter cannot be included in applicable
space volume; nearer the Sun than Earth, the performance
improvement is comparatively slight. Closer to the Sun
than Venus, performance is limited by the materials and
temperatures that are employed, necessitating further
study of the materials problems before operation of the
generators to the Mercury radius can be included.
However, with generators showing such good performance, it
should be possible to design a single generator for
operation throughout the Venus-to-Mars space region.
This may be done by designing the collector surface for
the Mars radius from the Sun; then, as the generator is
operated closer to the Sun, inclination of the collector
surface to the sunlight may be used to compensate for the
changes in the solar constant.
Comparative Performance
In Figure Ik performance of the solar generator in
its improved state is compared with that of other devices
generally considered for space power application in the
range from several watts to several kilowatts. Performance
curves of the solar generator are labelled "solar thermocouple." Over a wide range of power capacities the
performance of the solar generator in tenus of lb/ekw
may be considered constant, since both converter and
structural weights vary directly with the power capacity.
The weight of electronic equipment varies somewhat with
the power capacity but contributes only a small part of
the generator weight except at very small power capacities.
All the curves except those for the solar-thermocouple
generator pertain to performance at the Earth's radius
from the Sun or are independent of radial distance from
the Sun.
The most serious deterrent to the use of solar
thermocouple conversion appears to be the comparatively
larger surface area required as a result of the small
energy efficiency. However, packaging of the converter
into the nose cone can be accomplished by folding, accordian
style. The forces to be encountered in space are usually
small because of the small unit mass of the converter
and the small gravitational acceleration.
If photocell generator performance is projected into
the future for comparison on an equal basis with thermoelectric generators, performance numbers of 100 lb/ekw
are commonly accepted as attainable.
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It is evident that the solar thermocouple generators
outperform the other devices up to several tens of kilowatts, where nuclear reactor turbogenerators overtake
them. Up to approximately 3-kw capacity, the solar thermocouple enjoys a specific weight advantage factor of at
least three over the oriented photocell generator or the
reactor and isotope turbogenerators.
Reliability
It is believed that the solar converter of the basic
design considered can be fabricated in quality so as to
be at least as free of failures as photocell systems.
These systems, in turn, are considered more dependable than
those using turbomachinery by virtue of the absence of a
working fluid, which by meteoritic penetration of its
container would be lost, causing complete failure of
the system. In thermoelectric systems meteoritic
penetrations as large as 10 inches can be suffered without
appreciable power reduction. The thermoelectric device
enjoys an operational reliability advantage over the
photocells. The reliability advantage results from the
small volume and surface area fraction of the converter
which is occupied by converter elements; i.e., the probability
of a meteorite hit which destroys ability to produce power
is much less than that of a meteorite hit. While a hit
may destroy part of the collector and radiator and thus
reduce the power output of a cell, only a direct hit will
completely destroy its power-producing ability. Even if
an element were completely removed while its associated
collector and/or radiator remained, wholly or partially
intact, the heat collected would be conducted to the next
elements in parallel connection, where a portion of it
would be converted into electricity. Conversely, it is
expected that a meteoritic hit on a photocell will shatter
it because of its brittle, glass-like construction.
Moreover, it has been reported (Ref. 5) that micrometeoritic pitting of mirror surfaces needed with photocell
converters degrades their ability to reflect the undesired
infrared radiation. In turn, the useful life of the
photocell will be reduced as a result of the increased
heat absorbed. In contrast, micrometeoritic pitting of
the thermoelectric converter collector surfaces might
reduce its absorptivity from 88$ to 40$, but without
effect on its useful life.
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Areas for Further Study
In the close vicinity of planets or others sizeable
masses, free-space conditions are altered by the temperature
of the adjacent body and by surface-reflected sunlight.
In an earth orbit, for example, the converter surfaces
must be inclined to the solar vector to reduce the energy
absorbed to that which is converted to electricity plus
that which the radiator can dissipate. Inclination of the
converter also positions the radiator with a larger viewing
factor for space at k°K and a smaller viewing factor for
Earth at 300 K, thereby increasing its effectiveness from
that at normal sunlight incidence.
upon entering the umbra, the converter will suddenly
cool when the energy input is cut off. Preliminary thermal
shock tests in the laboratory from liquid nitrogen
temperature .to 3°0 C within a second have not altered the
operation of a thermocouple after 100 such thermal shock
cycles. To minimize thermal shock and to maintain the
highest temperatures possible, the radiator surface
should be turned toward Earth during this time because
of its large absorptivity for the infrared radiation from
Earth. During this part of the orbit the radiator would
function as a collector of Earth's radiant heat.
Optimization of the collector and radiator sheet
thicknesses has not been accomplished analytically but
rather, has been established by engineering judgment.
The weight of the generators might be significantly
reduced at a sacrifice of energy to Joule heating and
collector-to-radiator radiant transfer. Performance
improvement undoubtedly would result, but the mechanical
soundness of the converter would decrease. Until
detailed consideration can be given to mechanical strength
and ruggedness of the converter, judgment limits the thinness
of the sheets.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this preliminary design study it
may be concluded that thermoelectric conversion of solar
energy may be accomplished for 70 lb/ekw by a single
generator operating in the Sun-centered radial range
from Mars to Venus, provided the influence of planets in
close proximity is avoided.
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Advantages over other means of obtaining electrical
power for space vehicle needs are apparent. Optimization
and reduced conservatism would probably result in making
the advantages even more marked. Larger surface areas
to be unfolded in space appear to be the major disadvantage
of the thermocouple converter as compared to systems with
greater energy efficiency.
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TABLE I
CALCULATED OPERATING CONDITIONS
FOR TOO DARK MIRROR CONVERTER SYSTEMS
Venus

Earth

Dark l·lirror
B
A

Dark Mirror
A
1
B

Dark Mirror
A
1 B 1

Maximum Converter
Efficiency (#)

2-10

2.87

I.85

2.76

ΙΛ7

2.15

Collector Temperature
(°K)
Radiator Temperature ( K)

608

650

525

575

45Ο

492

357

38Ο

Collector Efficiency ($>)

39-2

Thermoelectric Efficiency

5.36

Mars

3h6

256

283

52.2

335
45 Λ

57.0

to.o

49 Λ

5.5Ο

4.07

4.79

3.68

^•35

>
n

rn

-<
</>
—I

m
en

TABLE II
WEIGHT OF A 3-KW SOLAR GENERATOR
Venus

Earth

Dark Mirror
A
1 B

Dark Mirror
A
1 B

Converter Area (ft )

801

587

1293

Converter Weight (lb)

51.0

~1

Mars

1

Dark Mirror

A

1

B 1

898

373Ο

251*0

37.8 8Ο.3

55.9

228

I56.I

Structure to Converter Weight
137$
1*3.6

33-2 I 66.8

1*7-5

I83.5

I26.8

Structure to Converter Weight
90$

27.3

38.7

Specific Generator Weight
(lb/ekw)

IO2.3

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF
< A 3-KW SOLAR GENERATOR
(At Earth ! s Radius from Sun)
Collector Temperature
Radiator Temperature
Collector Efficiency
Thermoelectric EfficiencyConverter Efficiency
Area of Converter
Number of Thermocouples
o

Area of Converter per Thermocouple

T
c
T
r

%

Ve

Me
S

N
S/N

Element Spacing: p to p
n to n
n to p
Power Output per Thermocouple
Weight of Converter

575°K
3h6°K

576°F
163°F

57$
4.69$
2.67$
8.33 x 105cm2
I.36 x 10

898 ft 2

5

6.I3 cm2

Ο.95 in2

I.75 cm

0.688 in

CO

>
n

I
Co
■<

Co

P/N
W

22.0 mw
25.4 kg

55.9 lb

Weight of Support Structure and Deployment Mechanism (90$ Converter Weight)

22.85 kg

50.3 lb

Electronic Equipment Weight

k.5h kg

10.0 lb

Total Generator Weight

52.8 kg

II6.2 lb

Specific Generator Weight

17.6 kg/ekw

38.8 lb/ekw
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF IMPROVED* 3-KW GENERATOR
Venus

Earth

Mars

Maximum Converter Efficiency ($)

3-94

3-75

3.23

Collector Efficiency (#)

60.6

59- k

60.4

Thermoelectric Efficiency ($>)

6.51

6.3I

5.35

Collector Temperature ( K)

610

564

455

Radiator Temperature ( K)

389

356

289

Converter Area (ft )

427

639

I697

Converter Weight (lb)

29·β

40.0

104.2

Specific Generator Weight (lb/ekw)

20.2

28.7

69.5

Collector incorporating dark mirror B; weight of support
and deployment structure - ÇX)$ of converted weight; PbTe
replaced with improved thermoelectric materials.
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NORMAL INCIDENT SOLAR ENERGY NEAR EARTH

IOb%
INCIDENT

2
135 MW/CM
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&λ
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ββ%
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